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BOXER 
A film by Yiorgos (de la Grecia) Panteleakis 



  
The Doc is following the steps of and old time «Boxer» and now head Trainer of «Aristotelio 
Boxing Club», Yiorgos Ioannidis. 
Ioannides won every Championship that he participated in his career until he retired. He was 
National champion for nine consecutive years in Greek Amateur Boxing (Olympic style), won 
«Golden Gloves» tournaments, 4 «Acropolis Cup» tournaments and participated in the 1988 
Seoul Olympic games. 
A father of four married to mathematician Anna Margaritis, who is also a two times Greek 
National Champion. A Gymnastics Academy Graduate and a painter, has turned trainer and 
has his own Club, «Aristotelio Boxing Club» since he retired from competing in 1994. 
In this club whatever “Amateur Greek Boxing” stands for, is reflected and cultivated. In the film 
another side of what is considered to be a “Brutal and Bloody Sport “ is documented. Yet 
though the sport of «Boxing» has originated in Greece the style that is vastly adopted is the 
Russian or rather Eastern style. We follow “Boxers” from all venues while they train in the city 
of Athens, through its Urban crowded streets and underground boxing clubs.The principles of 
the discipline are being explored by old time Champions and trainers revealing hidden aspects 
of the sport and what goes through a fighters mind. 
Watch fellow ex champions and Olympic winners such as Yiorgos Stefanopoulos, Cuban 
mythical fighter Felix Savon, former Welter weight Champion «Mighty Mike Arnaoutis» and a 
living legend, the 75 year old Yiorgos Kapantaidakis who is still coaching, reflect upon the 
nobility of their sport and the love and respect that they share amongst them in this hierarchical 
line of champions-trainers,covering a fifty year legacy in Greece. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 



The reason i first stepped into the narrow corridor leading to the basement of Aristotelio Boxing 
Club was not this documentary. 
In my mind i had a script i was working on where one of the leading characters was a Boxer. A 
friend and a collaborator, the saxophone player and awesome jazzman Vasilis Gouzios who 
was boxing for some time arranged the meeting so i could ask Yiorgos to help me out a bit in 
the process. remember i told him that i only need a little of his time so that i can grasp the 
basics. had done martial arts since childhood so i figured it shouldn't be so different. The truth 
was , is far from that! 
He looked at me with a kind and humble aura behind a rugged and fierce face due to being a 
Boxer. When he spoke i felt right away the sensitivity and calmness which i admit i did not 
expect. I had a misconception about the whole thing which in the course of time was more 
apparent , surprising me at large. 
A whole new world opened up for me. I started training daily in what is probably the best of 
sports that i have ever done. At the same time an inner path was cultivated where i would face 
my basic fear that of self preservation. Boxing is a unique sport, it is a contradiction to the basic 
instinct of self preservation. 
I said  to my self that i will do what it takes to learn how to Box and set aside my plans for the 
feature. While i trained daily and Boxing became a way of living, something that i enjoy when i 
act or direct, this metamorphosis led to the need to start recording my experience and this is 
how the Doc came about. 
One thing led to another and for the next three years i followed Ioannidis in union tournaments 
and National leagues recording the events. 
We became friends along with all the people in the Gym. I discovered that my fellow Boxers 
were not some punks wanting to be brute or bullies, or fighting lovers. In Aristotelio i met 
Teachers, businessman, musicians, retirees a lovely crowd, dedicated to this esoteric sport. 
After three years of shooting, with a total of 30 National and Inter-union Bouts, 15 fights 
through Ioannidis’s career about a hundred hours of footage while training and interviewing I 
was really perplexed as to what path I should follow. 
I ended up trying to convey their inner world and thinking with a taste of their daily workout and 
life. 
Angelos Charisis former Boxer and one of Ioannidis’s coaches told me that he begun Boxing 
when he was mesmerized by the distorted face of a retired Boxer at his fifties.He asked 
him:”How come your nose is like that?”. 
He replied that he got it broken when he was Boxing.This made him awe and he started the 
sport immediately, he said: 
"You never know what is inside the soul of a Boxer.It is like the moon, you only see the bright 
side,you can never see the Dark side of the Moon!". 
Yiorgos Ioannidis comes from an Ancient Greek tribe from "Pontos". These Ellines (Greeks) 
are known for their Integrity and Strong Spirit. I believe he is an original descendant and a true 
representative. 
Apart from Boxing he is a painter, a University Graduate and a father of four kids, happily 
married to Anna Margariti a Mathematician and a national Champion in Boxing herself. 
It has being an Honor and a great pleasure to know him. I thank him for introducing me to his 
world, where i met some great human beings. I dedicate this to him, his family and everybody 
at Aristotelio Boxing Club. 
It is a very small token of what Boxing really is and it would require two or three more Docs in 
order to convey my experience. 
  
  

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BOXING IN GREECE 



Ancient Greek Boxing (Pygmachia, "fist fighting") dates back to at least the eighth century BC 
and was practiced in a variety of social contexts in different Greek city-states. Most extant 
sources about it are fragmentary or legendary, making it difficult to reconstruct the rules, 
customs and history surrounding this activity in great detail. Still, it is clear that gloved boxing 
bouts were a significant part of ancient Greek athletic culture throughout the early classical 
period. One legend holds that the heroic ruler Theseus invented a form of boxing in which two 
men sat face to face and beat each other with their fists until one of them was killed. In time, 
the boxers began to fight while standing and wearing gloves and wrappings on their arms 
below the elbows, but otherwise they fought naked. According to the Iliad, Mycenaean warriors 
included boxing among their competitions honoring the fallen, though it is possible that the 
Homeric epics reflect later Greek culture. Boxing was among the contests held in memorial of 
Achilee’s slain friend Patroclus, toward the end of the Trojan war. It was in commemoration of 
Patroclus that the Greeks later introduced boxing (pygme / pygmachia) to the Olympic Games 
in 688 BC. Participants trained on punching bags (called a korykos). Fighters wore leather 
straps (called himantes) over their hands (leaving the fingers free), wrists, and sometimes 
breast, to protect themselves from injury. There was no protection for the face or head.The 
scholar and historian Philostratus maintained that boxing was originally developed in Sparta. 
The early Spartans believed helmets were unnecessary and boxing prepared them for the 
inevitable blows to the head they would receive in battle. However, Spartans never participated 
in the competitive aspect of boxing, believing the means of defeat to be dishonorable. 
The currently accepted rules of ancient Greek boxing are based on historical references and 
images. No holds or wrestling. Any type of blow with the hand was allowed but no gouging with 
the fingers. No ring was used. There were no rounds or time limits. Victory was decided when 
one fighter gave up or was incapacitated. No weight-classes, opponents were selected by 
chance. Judges enforced the rules by beating offenders with a switch. Fighters could opt to 
exchange blows undefended if the fight lasted too long. 
 Boxing appeared again in Greece around 1922 about one hundred years after their liberation 
from the Ottoman Empire and in the beginning it had no rules. They fought until submition. 
there and on it was a poor man’s sport that was viewed by Kings in stadiums and remained 
amateur. It propably is the only Western country that does not have a professional venue. 
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



SUBJECT SHORT BIOS 
Yiorgos Ioannidis 
Boxer/Trainer 
Born in 1966 he dominated the sport since the beginning of his career. A painter a father of 
four and the head coach of Aristotelio Boxing club. He has been 7 Times consecutive 
Undisputed Champion in Greece in 75 kgr. He went to the 1988 Seoul Olympic Games. Gold 
medalist for  four Times in the  ''Acropolis" Cup and has won Golden Gloves and Vulcan 
Games. 
  
Yiorgos Kapadaithakis 
Boxer/Trainer 
Born in Athens in 1937, he boxed for eleven years won four national Championships and 
became the head coach of Panathinaikos Boxing Club and from there the head coach of the 
national Team. A Teacher of many Champions such us Ioannidis, Charisis, Arnaoutis. A living 
Legend of the sport and a humble being known for his kindness. 
  
Angelos Charisis 
Boxer/Trainer 
Greek boxing coach and veteran boxer where he won all titles in the league before becoming a 
coach. He Boxed only for Panathinaikos under the teachings of Nick Vlasopoulos. In 1990 he 
became head coach in Panathinaikos and won six championships (1992, 1993, 1996, 1997, 
1998, 2011) and a Cup (1999). 
  
Nikos Vlasopoulos 
Boxer/Trainer 
Born in Athens, he boxed for many years and won national Championships and became the 
head coach of Panathinaikos Boxing Club. Panthinaikos under his coaching, dominated the 
sport for many years. He left to become head coach of the National Team. 
  
Anna Margariti – Ioannidis 
Boxer/Mathematician 
Born in a village “Agrapidocampos” in Northern Greece, one of the first women to Box in 
Greece. Married to Yiorgos Ioannidis with four children. She became 2 Times National 
Champion and participated in 1 Acropolis Cup Tournament. 
  
Yiorgos Stefanopoulos 
Boxer 
Yiorgos Stefanopoulos is one of the most decorated Boxer in Greece. Born in Athens, Peristeri 
is the founder and the Aristotelio Boxing Club president.He has been 3 Times in Olympic 
Games and 5th in 1984 in LA Games/1992 Barcelona/2000 Sydney. 
He became 12 Times National Champion, won 3 Times the Gold Metal in "Acropolis Cup". 
A five Times Gold Medalist in  European Tournaments and three times a Gold Medalist in 
"Balkan Games". In 1984 he won first place in the “Golden Gloves” Tournament. 
  
Mighty Mike Arnaoutis 
Professional Boxer 
Born September 6, 1979 in Zefyri, Athens, Greece. He is a professional boxer in the 
welterweight (147 lb.) division in the US. He is a former WBO NABO Lightweight titleholder. 
The second Greek Champion to turn pro after Anton Christoforidis in the early 40’s. 

  



  
Crew 

Yiorgos (de la Grecia) Panteleakis 
An Independent Film maker 
  
He studied BA Performing Arts in Baltimore Essex College, U.S.A. (not completed)and BSc 
Physics in UMass Lowell, U.S.A. (not completed) 
He is a full member off Greek Director’s Guild, European Federation International Federation 
M.E.I.F.E.R.A., Equity U.K and Greek Actors Union. 
He is directing on Cinema and Theatre and playing as an actor. He has been engaged in 
research on Tragic Logos of Ancient Greek Drama for the past nine years, conducting plays 
carried out in the original Archaic dialect searching for the lost Sound and body language. As a 
natural outcome he creates the Theatrical Research Group “Methodos” and the Union for the 
Performing Arts &Science “Methodos” based in Greece. 
 
Filmography 
155 SOLD/46min/DOCUMENTARY STILL IN VOGUE/HD 
  
14th Thessaloniki Doc Fest Official Selection(Greece)  , 16th Patra Film Fest Competition 
Section Official Selection (Greece) , 16th Docfest Chalkida Official Selection (Greece) 16th 
Jihlava Doc Fest Official Selection Czech Republic,53rd Festival dei Popoli International 
Documentary Film Festival  Official Selection (Italy) VIII. International Labour Film Festival in 
Turkey. 
  
2011 Only 19/19min /35mm/Fiction 
34 th International Shortfilm Festival in Drama 2011 (Competition section)  
2009 Is king Alexandros dead or alive? (29 min) Documentary 
 2008 ZOE (SHORT FILM 25 minFiction) 
won :HONORARY DISTINCTION Α΄ FEMALE ROLE 
HONORARY DISTINCTION Β΄ MALE ROLE 
HONORARY DISTINCTION FOR MAKE-U 
2007 Poetry Documental”A Period (49 min) Documentary 
9th International Documentary Film Festival in Thessaloniki 
1st Greek Documentary film festival in Chalkida 
2008 Rodos Ecofilms International fims + visual arts festival 
2006 ABOUT THE WEAPONS (Short Film 35 mm14 min) Fiction 
29 International Drama Film Fest, 2006 Kotroni Fantastic film Fest, 3rd Award First Script 
Prize 
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